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sustainability is the ability of using resources
or recycling resources responsibly in order

to preserve the earth for our generation
and future  generations to come .

I am sustainbile in my life as I sell or donate
my clothes that I am not using anymore, amd

also buying some of my clothes in second
hand shops or off people who are selling

them

what is sustainability ?



sustainable irish brands 
native denim The land skein

stable of Ireland grown clothing 

afore after



fast fashion vs slow fashion 

Fast Fashion and slow fashion are two
concepts of fashion that are opposites of

each other. Fast fashion is when a companuy
wants to produce and sell as many garments
as possible in a small amount of time to bring
income in. While slow fashion is when a company
trys to conteract this and produce fairly to

sustain the enviorment around us 



what is millinery

millinery is the process of the making of
women's hats. people that's do this skill

are called milliners. millinery become very
popular in the 1800's. 

A famous Irish milliner is Philip treacy. he
worked with high end designers such as

Chanel, Versace, Valentino...  



my chosen milliner 

my milliner that I have chosen
Is Philip Treacy. I am inspired by
the way he incorporates a lot
of structure in his headpieces,
this theme is common through

alot of his designs and I
would like to incorporate this

into my own headpiece
 
 



for my headpiece I was
inspired by frida Kahlo's

flower hair band, but with my
interpretation  with a

goddess form with spikes
coming out from it. for my

disassemble and reassemble
part of the assignment I

would  use Pages out of a
book to create flowers and I
would then use cable ties to
make this spikes  headpiece 

my millinery piece



my final piece


